Satan’s Great Power,
of Destruction.
666
After having followed the Holy Spirit (also known as the Holy Ghost) for over twenty of my almost
fifty years, and fighting (with only the Word as a weapon) against demons, devils, and Satan, I do
have authority from God (the Supreme Creator) and personal experience to write the truth
concerning the kingdoms of Satan and God. Everyone who reads what I have to write, will
disagree with at least half of it, the majority of people will disagree with most of what I write.
However, your disbelief and disagreement does not and will not change the truth or the facts.
With the Spirit leading me, I have went back farther than anyone else (of today) in a straight line
of mans history, a straight line that goes back beyond eight-and-a-half thousand years, an
unbroken line of history. I have also (with the Spirits help) been able to check this history with all
the histories carried in mans records, and find that the facts in mans records tell the same
identical story as the bible does, and what the Spirit has told and shown to me. It is the theories
men have put between the facts and records they have found that (in most cases) are far from
the truth. But the stories sound good, builds names for men and sells books.
Without facts to prove your case, you can disagree and disbelieve all you want, the only
difference your disbelief will have is for you not to be ready when God comes for His adopted
people,(Gala.4:4-5) and this happens "after" the Great Tribulation which begins "on" the day the
Third World War starts,(St.Matt.24:29-35). In the bible the third world war is called the third woe,
(Rev.8:13, 9:1-12-21, 11:1-14-19, 12:1-12-17). The three world wars are also called the harvest
"of man" and there have been two world wars already, the third and last world war is now about to
come,(Rev.14:12-14-20). The third and last war on this earth has many descriptions in the bible,
here are only a few, (Rev.3:14-22,7:1-17,12:1-17,16:1-21,17:1-18,20:7-15,St.Mark13:14-23,II
Peter3:7-17.
The Spirit has also lead me through all kinds and types of people in order to teach me the way all
people believe and disbelieve in all walks of life. With the Spirits help I was taught (through
people) how and why people do and say all the things they do, and how they react under all
circumstances that they come under. This lets me see and understand how Satan has this world
and all its people now under his (temporary) control. Satan is the destroyer of this earth and all
people God doesn't take with him; Satan also destroys himself in the process. In his greed for
more power and riches, Satan destroys himself and his people, which includes all people on this
earth that God doesn't take to a NEW EARTH.(Rev.14:1-20 are His true sons)(Rev.15:1-8 are
"adopted" people), both are also mentioned in Rev.7:1-14-17. If you have read all the bible
scriptures I've given as you have been reading what I've written, you should see a pattern taking
place on how the Great Tribulation comes about.
With all knowledge the Spirit has taught me in the things I have so far written about and with
more knowledge (from the Spirit) than I could ever write, or tell anyone, I will point out to those
who are interested, exactly who Satan is, where his number (666) came into being, who and what
devils and demons are, and how they differ from what people believe them to be. I will also show
exactly who the people are that God calls "His" true and adopted sons (also daughters), what
spirits and ghosts really are, how all mankind has been tricked and forced into building and
supporting the destructive power of Satan (while believing they were working for God and their
nation). How God takes His adopted people to a new earth after the last true son has been sent
home (Rev.11:1-13, 12:1-5) and after three-and-a-half years of the Great Tribulation, just before
this earth is totally destroyed.
What I'm about to write is for anyone who cares to read it, but it will be directed primarily to all
true Christians for they are the ones God calls His adoption. True Christians are what the Spirit
says is "the body" of Christ (also called His church) and the majority of them are in the United
States. When the last true son is taken from this earth, then the Spirit (Holy Ghost) of God will no
longer be with mankind on this earth and the Great Tribulation begins. Without the Holy Spirit
being with His adopted, the body (or His church, His people) is said to be dead (spiritually) and a
dead body is called "a carcass". The United States is also the only nation in the world to use the
eagle (the biggest bird of prey) as a symbol, (St.Matt.24:28). Through people of the old world
(Europe, Asia, and Africa), God gave the United States the statue of Liberty which holds a torch

to lead the world into the true light of His laws for all people of the world. The old world had given
up its right to lead, by misusing the laws, and lost the road to salvation for all mankind. Out of that
old world people were lead to America to build a nation under the true laws (contained in the
constitution of democracy). A last chance to turn this world back from its path toward destruction.
Throughout history the nations who carried the Spirit with them used birds of prey as a symbol of
the Spirit in flight, moving the people from one place to another when the nation’s government fell
to evil practices in their laws. In the United States, the biggest bird of prey (the eagle) came to
rest on a nest (a place for the Spirit and His people to build a home on earth, "if" the people
obeyed The Laws), the last place and chance for all people of this earth. The U.S.A. is also the
only nation of today who claims in its preamble and its pledge of allegiance, to be under God and
His laws, (on which the constitution is based).
The seat of democracy (according to history) had it's start about 3,500 years ago in Rome, then
it moved from Rome to Greece between 1,000 B.C. to about 500 A.D. then it came back again to
Rome. A little over 1,000 years ago (about 900 A.D.) democracy went to Spain, from Spain to
France, from France to England (the United Kingdom) and then from England democracy came
to the U.S.A. On all our money is inscribed "In God We Trust". This is also the only nation in the
world today which is made up of people from all nations, all religions, and every race of mankind,
(the way God says He gathers His people, St.Mark13:27).
Whether or not people of this nation want to claim believing in God, they are living under His
laws, His protection, and taking the riches of life God gives His people. Those same people claim
to be Americans, claim to be world leaders, claim to be obeying the laws of the constitution
(which are His laws) and their allegiance (they say) is to this nation, which (they claim) carries
laws of freedom to all people of the world. If the people (even one or two) are truly doing this,
then they are the adopted children God will take to a New Earth. If they are not truly giving their
allegiance to the laws of this nation and God, then they are hypocrites who are misusing and
converting this nation’s riches and power into the destruction and not the salvation of this earth.
God calls Satan a liar and hypocrite, because Satan says he believes in God, His laws, and is
working for the rights and in the best interest of all people, when (in his black heart) he is only
enriching himself, gaining personal power for himself and those who back him, by using Gods
name (saying he is a Christian) in order to trick, buy, and force people to aid him. He puts on a
good front by appearing nice, clean, and upright, telling people that everything he does is in their
best interest and as they want it. Always having a very good excuse (for the people) when things
get worse and not better as he had promised them. Always, he lays the blame of other people
and nations. Only when it is of little or no importance will he admit to being wrong or making a
mistake, even then he has a good reason to back himself up.
Whether or not you like or believe it, God has given this nation the last chance to save its self, it
has the knowledge, the wisdom, and the power to either save or destroy its self and the world.
The path this nation is on right now is destruction and each person who works with mind or hands
to aid this destruction is guilty of having the beasts number in (not on) their hands and foreheads
(minds) Rev.13:11-18. Not only does the U.S.A. fulfill every description of the beast (the only one
even close), and it was the U.S.A. who brought fire down out of heaven in World War II. Worship
does mean to work, support, and supply with both hands and mind.
To work (or worship) the laws of God and the constitution of this nation (as God says to), is to
have His name written in your forehead (mind) Rev.14:1. In this way you are working for yourself,
your family, your city, your county, your state, your nation, your world, and for God. Even if
everyone else in this world is working against you.
Later in this transcript I will tell you where the number 666 (6 hundred 3 score and 6) came from
and how anyone (who truly wants) can help remove the number from himself and those who
follow him, such as his wife and children. If you don't truly try to remove the number, God will not
accept you, and when this earth is totally destroyed (being burnt), you will be with it. (The Spirit
tells me everyone has the 666 right now). But first, so that you can better understand the bible
and (using it) follow with me as I give you a basic outline of mans history as the bible says it is,
and how it was shown to me by the Spirit, I must tell you of a special way in which the bible was
written.
For thousands of years many kings, governments, and peoples have tried to disprove the bible,
and when they couldn't they tried in every way possible to destroy the scriptures, they could

never completely do that, there were always copies and parts of the scriptures those people
couldn't find. Also there was another reason those people were unable to destroy the scriptures.
A protection that the Spirit (and those who truly followed Him) put around and in the scriptures. It
is said that the scriptures and those who wrote them "were spiritually inspired". This is true, in the
same sense that most people say they believe it, that the Spirit aided and told the disciples,
apostles, and prophets what to say and write, also how to write it.
There are many ways the bible was (and is) written. One way is as most people believe but
never really understand, and never pay much attention to; it is called proverbs and parables.
Jesus spoke in parables telling many things that are far more important than people see or
realize. The prophets (seers, 1Samuel 9:9) in the Old Testament all spoke in parables and there
are also the books of Proverbs and Psalms which are very similar to parables. In this way by
telling what appears as only little stories (or sayings) many things could be told and passed on,
that if told directly (out right) would make many people very angry and they would stop the story
or change parts of it. Only by listening very carefully could a person truly understand exactly what
was being said. The little stories sounded good, so people copied and carried the stories, even
people who didn't believe (devils and those out to destroy the scriptures), not knowing the
messages they themselves were helping to carry "inside" the little stories. These stories,
parables, and proverbs, were carried into the languages of all peoples, from nation to nation. That
is why the parts of scriptures used to make up the King James version of the bible was found
scattered throughout many nations.
It was "in" the stories, proverbs, and parables that a second way of getting messages and exact
information passed on, concerning people, places, events, times, and how to combat enemies or
help friends. This was in using symbols that stood for certain particular things. For instance,
nations were symbolized by using many different things, like trees, animals, birds, men, and even
insects. The type of tree or symbol used told which nation was involved, the time of the event,
whether it was friend or enemy, how to act towards it, and what it was doing, had done, or would
do. As an example, a dove represented a person, people, or nation building peace, a bird of prey,
like a raven, hawk, falcon, or eagle meant a nation of fighting people, the type of bird told which
nation and its time of power. A bird of prey also symbolized the nation being lead by the Spirit,
because in that nation were also Gods people (the adopted children), but that doesn't mean the
majority of people (or it’s leaders) were Gods people, the majority of people (in any nation) have
never been Gods people, because they don't truly believe or honestly try to obey the laws, and (in
one way or another) leaders are chosen by the majority. Here are some places to show how
symbols are used and what they represent, Ezek.31:1-3-18, 19:10-14, 17:1-10, Jeremiah 17:7-8,
Dan.8:1-13-27, Rev.17:1-7-18.
There are many symbols used in writing the bible, each symbol has a very definite meaning and
it's true meaning is written someplace in the bible, telling exactly what the symbol represents. A
few examples, water represents people, Rev.17:15. A stream or river means people on the move
(advancing) either physically or in knowledge, wisdom and building. A sea means the people
have reached a stand point in civilization and are growing rich, lazy, and disobedient to laws, a
dead sea means the Spirit has left these people because of their evilness. A man representing a
nation means the nation is carrying the word of God (His name), a woman representing a nation
means the people aren't carrying the word, (women lose their last name when married to a man),
Rev.17:18, Gen.4:17, and Rev.12:1-17. A flower represents a woman, Song of Solomon 2:1.
Unleavened bread represents laws God gave man (and don't like), St.Luke4:4, St.John4:34, 6:35,
and Acts12:3. Leaven bread (that most people like) means laws of man without the Spirit of God
in them, St.Matt.16:6-11-12. Eating meat means learning the true meaning of the laws, I
Corin.10:3, drinking wine (the representative of Christ’s spiritual blood [the New Testament]
St.Matt.26:26-29), means following the laws through the Spirit (teachings of Christ) St.John6:63, I
Corin.10:4. There are many other symbols used in writing the bible, and unless you learn them
you will not understand the truth that is in the bible.
Writing the scriptures in stories, parables, proverbs, and using symbolic form was the main
reason man could never completely destroy the scriptures. Therefore knowing how to read the
scriptures, anyone can trace the history of man back to the beginning of civilization, learn all the
secrets of evil men and nations, how each fell and why, learn the true laws of salvation and the
pattern God (through His Spirit) leads men and how, where, and when it will end on this earth.

Before giving you as brief an outline of history as I can and still show enough to let you see the
pattern of mans history, how often it repeats itself, where we are today and what you can do,
which is the backbone of the bible, I must show and explain one more thing.
Throughout the entire bible, it mentions more than one heaven, (other than the one people know)
Duet.10:14, I Kings8:27, Ezek.1:1, II Corin.5:1. There are three heavens mentioned in the bible, II
Corin.12:2. The first heaven mentioned is on earth "if" the majority of mankind would obey the
laws God gave. If men don't obey the laws, then by their disobedience they turn civilization into
hell on earth, Psalms9:17-18, Proverbs15:9-12, Ezek.32:21, St.Matt.11:23, 23:15, James3:6,
Rev.20:14.
The second is the Universe and everything in it; it is the physical heaven above and around this
earth, II Samuel18:9. This earth is a part of the second heaven and the New Earth is also part of
the second heaven, Isaiah65:17, II Peter3:13, Rev.21:1-2.
The third heaven is a spiritual heaven (St.John4:24, II Corin.12:4) where God resides and where
His true sons (spirits or ghosts) go when they are out of the physical body. Here (in the third
heaven) they are given new bodies to return to the other two heavens physically, St.John4:24,
Heb.12:9, 13:1-2, Phillippians3:20-21, I Corin.15:44-45. There are three heavens "if" man would
obey the laws, even then there are still two heavens for those who do follow God and his
universal laws, Acts1:1-11, II Corin.12:1-4.
Now for as brief an outline as possible of this earths history and mans patterned path through it.
Man has reached the point where with all the knowledge, wisdom, and riches God has given him,
man is not only finding cures for all sicknesses, transplanting human body parts (even hearts,
glands, and other inner parts) but is also creating test tube babies and close to creating life itself.
Man is also reaching up into the second heaven and has plans of colonizing space platforms, and
other heavenly bodies. So it should be of no surprise that God and His angels have been doing
this for trillions of years before this earth was formed and created, they have been and are doing
so.
What people on this earth in past times called god, lord, and angels, are what we of today call
aliens from outer space (heaven), Gen.18 & 19:1-25. They do travel in spaceships, Ezek.
chapters 1,2,8:1-4,10,11:22-23. From the third heaven they appear in spirit (ghost form)
St.Mark9:2-5-9 (Moses died on this earth 1,500 years before Jesus came, Duet.34:7, Elias died
1,000 years before Christ, II KIngs13:20-21) (Jude1:9), I Samuel28:3-20, Acts9:1-9. God, lord,
and angels, are names meaning leader under the laws of God, these laws are universal laws not
just for people on this earth, a man following God and His laws can be a god, lord, or angel on
this earth, Exodus7:1, Heb.13:2, this is why Sarah called Abraham (her husband) lord,
Gen.18:12.
One day with God is as a 1,000 years to man, II Peter3:8. As the bible tells me (and the Spirit
also), this earth was formed and created 13,500 years ago, during the last half of the first 1,000
year day, Gen.1:1-5. Angels from the second and third heavens formed this earth from elements
of the Universe which included fragments of other planets (some had once been part of planets
having forms of life), this took about 500 years. There were many angels at work, this is why in
Gen.1:26 God says "let us make man in our image, after our likeness". After working for 500
years the angels let the new earth they were creating sort of get settled into itself. This was at the
beginning of the second 1,000 year day and was called evening (darkness), meaning there was
no working, morning (light) represents the time of work.
In the middle of the second day (at the start of the morning, the last half of that day), a firmament
was placed in the midst of the waters (and the earth in it) to divide the waters from the waters
making two parts, one part was called waters above the firmament and the other part was called
the waters under the firmament. The firmament was called heaven (the second heaven) Gen.1:8,
where the sun, moon, and stars are Gen.1:14-19. The waters above the firmament (and the earth
in it) is the New Earth where Gods people go after they have passed their tests on this earth,
Heb.11:16-17, II Peter3:13, Rev.21:1-2, 10-27.
From past experience and knowing all things, God knew men (when He created them) would
never willingly obey the laws He gave them without being forced to. God did not want robots or
zombies He could not love and would have to be watched over all the time, who could learn
nothing on their own, or couldn't become friends to His other beings in the Universe. Neither did
He want slaves, not only for the same reasons He didn't want robots, but also because slaves will

rebel every chance they get and would cause nothing but trouble. Therefore to have friends who
would obey laws, learn to work and create new things and someday help police and take care of
the universe and all life in it, God had to give man a free will to choose freely to obey or not to
obey the laws. Those who pass this test would need a new Earth to go to since the majority of
men would never obey laws (as He says to) and would someday become dangerous to other
planets and the beings on them. God knew this earth would have to be destroyed. So in the
beginning God created two worlds (Heb.1:2), one for His adopted people to go to when this earth
has to be destroyed because of its evil people.
In the middle of the third day (after letting the earth settle again for 500 years), the angels went
back to work. And because there is a very definite pattern to the earth, races of man, nations, and
His true sons (and daughters) way of life on this earth the angels set the first week of creation to
appear as though it too follows this pattern. And to do that the bible reader must switch the third
and fourth days in order to see how the world was created and at the same time find part of the
pattern God uses to lead this earth on. Plants cannot grow without sunlight. And according to the
way the bible reads plants were created in the third day but the sun, moon, and stars weren't
placed in the firmament of heaven until the fourth day. To further show this switch of the third and
fourth days, on the first day only one thing was said to have been created (the earth). On the
second day the earth being covered by water was divided into two parts. On the fourth day, which
should be the third day, three things are mentioned as being created, the sun, moon, and stars.
None of these creations had life. On the third day, which should be the fourth day, one form of life
was created, plant life. On the fifth day (and five does follow four) two forms of life were created,
water life and air life. On the sixth day three forms of life were created, cattle, creeping thing, and
the beast. The third and fourth days were switched to fit the pattern of life on this earth. And this
pattern is used many times throughout the second week of this earth and in Revelation.
Sheep are used in the bible to symbolize the sons and adopted sons of God. Jesus is referred to
as the Lamb of God, St.John1:29, St.Matt.25:31-40, Rev.13:8, 22:3. Goats are a symbol used
showing the people God won't accept, those who only claim to believe but in their hearts don't,
hypocrites and devils (liars), St.Matt.25:41-46. Cattle is a symbol representing people who have
not heard of God and His laws and therefore cannot be judged as evil, Ezek.34:11-17-19.
Of the three forms of life created on the sixth day one was said to be cattle (mankind), and there
were more than just one man (and woman) created. This is why God repeats "them" three times
when He is speaking to the angels and telling them about letting man have dominion over all life
on earth, Gen.1:24-28. Also God called mankind (both male and female) Adam, Gen.5:1-2.
God created man in four different races. Yellow to the north, the river Pison, Gen.2:11-12. Black
to the south, the river Gihon, Gen.2:13. Red to the east, the river Hiddekel, Gen.2:14. White to
the west, the river Euphrates, Gen.2:14. Egypt symbolized as the Garden of Eden (Gen.2:8-10)
was the center point between all four races. The land of the white race was Eden, the land of the
red race was east of Assyria, the land of the black race was Ethiopia, and the land of Havilah was
given to the yellow race. Each race was given 1/4 of the earth, Rev.6:2-8. Except for the Garden
of Eden (Egypt). All this was done in the sixth day (the last half called morning).
Then God rested (stopped) from all His creating and let things settle again as He did each day
during the first half of the seventh day. And although God and the angels didn't create anything
more in this earth and did no physical work, at the beginning of the morning of the seventh day in
the middle of the day God and the angels did send their Spirit into the minds of men to lead them
into laws and building a civilization.
Many preachers and priests talk and preach of a time called the age or time of innocence which
was before any laws were given. This is true from the middle of the sixth day when God started
creating mankind (Adam) down to the middle of the seventh day. Man had no laws except
nature’s laws. During this 1,000 year period mankind was given time to get use to his five outward
senses, eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and physical feeling, plus putting them to use with the sixth
sense which is the brain. When man was first created (even though being men and women) he
had to learn using the body he was given in much the same way babies must learn to eat, walk,
communicate, and use all their body parts. Where there is no law or knowledge of the law there
can be no guilt of breaking a law. No matter what a person may do he can't be blamed or found
guilty since he knows no law. This does not mean that what the person does is always right

according to those who know the law it's just that the person can't be blamed for doing things he
doesn't know is wrong, Romans4:15, 5:13.
In the middle of the seventh day God and His angels (by using their Spirit) came to the white
race in Eden and put into the minds of men to start making a set of principles, rules, and laws to
begin building a civilization. Men were also given ideas on how to build and invent ways of doing
things. It is also true that God created all men (and women) equal, but not in the sense most men
say or believe. A person’s life and rights as a man are equal as long as he is working and obeying
the laws. Other than that no man or woman was or is created equal in everyway. To build a
civilization everyone’s right to live, work, advance, and be happy must be protected, and laws
were given to man for that purpose. To protect law abiders from those who break laws.
7,500 years ago in the middle of the seventh day of creation and at the beginning of the morning
part of the day God sent His Spirit into the minds and hearts of men to begin building a civilized
world. It is through the Spirit and in a form of mental telepathy that God and His angels speak to
and lead men. Most people, even those claiming to believe in God and His Spirit, believe it's their
idea or imagination that lets them see and believe the thing they do, or that circumstances just
happened as they did or do. Believing it's their idea, people take credit to themselves for things
God has given to share with other people. Men can learn to repeat and improve on things they
see others do but can create or invent very little on their own without the Spirit to lead them. New
ideas and how to use them in most cases come from the Spirit, even though it is through men the
ideas appear on earth, Heb.13:1-2, St.Matt.15:21-28. This was called "gifts of the gods" in earlier
days. And is what the bible calls "a gift of God", St.John4:10, Acts2:38, Romans12:6-21, I
Corin.7:7, 12:1-11, Ephesians4:8, and James1:17. The ideas of making laws and building a
civilization was first put into the minds of men 7,500 years ago by the Spirit and has continually
been doing so ever since, Gen.6:1-4, 9-22, 17:1-8, Ex.3:7-8, I Kings3:5-13-15, 22:19-22-23,
St.Matt. 7:7-8, Rev.3:20.
The white race in the land of Eden, being the last of the four races God created, was the first
race God sent His Spirit in order to lead men into laws and civilization (St.Matt.19:30). This was
the river said to have went out of Eden to water the garden. Civilization started in Eden then
moved east to a second city which later became known as the city of Adam (Joshua3:16). From
there (toward the end of that day) civilization moved into Egypt (symbolized as the Garden of
Eden), which was the center point between all four races of man.
As this was happening in the land of Eden God saw (as He had known before creating man) that
most people were not obeying the laws and were using them to trick and force other people to do
as they wanted. So in order to counteract a building power of evil, God sent His Spirit into the
yellow race of man. The yellow race (east and north of Egypt) began building a civilization of law
and order, which were also using the laws to enslave other people with. As you will see a little
later this is a pattern that the world of man has followed eight times (counting today) during the
last 7,500 years. Today the big nations involved are England, Russia, U.S.A., and Red China.
People who truly try and obey His laws are those God calls His adoption, and those who sit
above the laws using them for their own purposes and self gain are the ones God calls devils.
The evil ideas they have God calls demons. The power and riches such people have is what God
calls Satan. Satan’s angels are the people (devils) who build or help build this evil power. Under
rule of these kind of people, Gods adopted people are lied to, tricked, stolen from, assaulted,
raped, and murdered all in the name of doing good, and done according to law, St.John16:2-3,
St.Matt.15:9,23:27-28, St.Luke11:46 & 52, I Corin6:1-6-8. The evilness in men does this in order
to steal the gifts God gives His people. And when a nation and its laws get so bad that the
adoption cannot live in it without bending to those people breaking the laws then God stops
sending the gifts. This makes the devils very angry, blaming the adoption and poor people for the
shortage. Calling them lazy, immoral, and criminals. In order to try making the poor people work
harder and get more while being paid less, the devils really start coming down with the laws as
they want. To enforce their will upon the people. The devils make examples out of people to show
others what will happen to them if they don't obey their laws. It is at this point that God always
sends in a son to save and bring out the adoption, letting the nation fall into decay behind them.
When this happens to the last powerful nation of that particular day all civilization is destroyed
behind them immediately.

A hundred and twenty years before the first fall of civilization (when Adam was kicked out of the
garden), there were four cities of civilization in the world. Three under the white race in Eden and
one in the land of Havilah under the yellow race. The greatest power was in the city which was
later called the city of Adam. What you are about to read next will be against everything people
have been taught, (by other people) but it is true, it is according to the bible and as the Holy
Ghost (Gods Spirit) has shown me. When the worlds first civilization of four cities has reached the
point where the adopted people (those who truly tried to obey the laws) could no longer live
without breaking the true laws, then God sent into the world His first true son, then a second son
to be second to the first son if they came together in peace, Gen.6:1-4. God himself could not
come to earth and judge it for if He did all people in civilization would have been found guilty of
breaking laws punishable by death. Even the adoption were guilty simply by not standing up for
their rights and letting devils rule them, refusing to help each other in times of need, while bowing
to fear of those with power (devils). Therefore God sent His sons in such a way that even the
adoption could live, they too would be punished for the principles, rules, and laws they too had
broken. In this way the word and part of the ideas of law and civilization could be passed on to
other people.
The Ten Commandments are basic laws, meaning that under each commandment are many
lesser laws which break down into rules and principles (ethics and morals). There are (for mans
sake) two sides to each commandment, sort of like a coin of money, the first side (the head) is
called the white, or right, laws. If all people believed and obeyed the laws (especially the leaders)
then the right side of the Ten Commandments would serve to save this earth and there would be
peace and happiness on earth because both sides of the laws would be understood and served
(justice and mercy). But since the majority of people (especially the leaders) don't obey laws and
using them to gain riches and power over other people. It's then that the other side of the Ten
Commandments come into effect, but are very hard to see and understand and are for the saving
of a few people, the least of criminals or sinners. This side of the laws (the tail) the wrong (black)
side of the laws is also called the left side. When the white laws are used wrong they become the
laws of Satan and are really very black in the eyes of God. The black laws (left side) are to partly
protect the adoption and are wrong in the eyes of the majority of people and would be wrong "if"
the right laws were upheld by the majority of people and their leaders. To save a few people God
lets people see the backside of the coin (the Ten Commandments). The black laws are then
whiter than the way the right laws (white) are being used by the people and their leaders. This
was why Moses and the Israelites were told to spoil the Egyptians when they were leaving Egypt,
Ex.3:19-22, 12:35-36. It is also why in the days of Nahum the adoption were allowed to spoil
Nineveh, Nahum2:6-9. For this reason also Jesus was allowed to use violence in turning over
tables and driving the money changers out of the temple, and God did not count it against him,
St.Matt.21:12-13. In other words a person cannot be completely blamed and held accountable for
taking back something devils have stolen, nor blamed if what is said or done is in true self
defense and against a devil or devils. However it must be needed, in true self defense, and only
against devils and those working for devils. These are two sides of the same coin (a
commandment) and like a coin neither side is very right when used by its self, and is of very little
value unless both sides are put together and the full truth in the middle (between) both sides are
seen, understood, and obeyed. A coin is of no value with just the picture on both sides, it's the
metal or value behind or in the coin that is valuable. Justice is punishment by law for a person or
persons who willingly break a law for personal gain that is not needed. Mercy is the other side of
that coin or law, which means a person cannot be held completely guilty for breaking a law when
it is the only way a person can get what is needed to live. The Egyptians enslaved the Israelites
(poor and working class of people) working them as cheaply as possible and misused them
unjustly. For their back pay God let them spoil the Egyptians.
It was for all these reasons and much more that God sent sons in the way He did. To save
people, especially the adoption. God chose and sent His sons in the same way He always has.
Choosing children out of the adoption and placing His Spirit in them. This is how He sent 144,000
sons down to Moses and 144,000 from Moses to the last prophet in Rev.11 and 12:1-5. There
were 12 tribes going into Egypt as well as 12 tribes coming out. Making a total of 24 tribes sent
into the world to lead mankind if they would listen, believe, and obey. This is why in Rev.4:4 there
are 24 seats and 24 elders about the throne of God. One seat and one elder for each tribe. Each

son was chosen from the adoption in the same way Isaac was born to Abraham and Sarah,
Gen.18:9-15, and as Jesus was born unto Mary and Joseph, St.Matt.1:18-25, St.Luke1:26-35.
When it is time to send a son to the earth in helping to lead the adoption. God, through the Holy
Ghost or Spirit, picks from the adoption a couple to be parents (on earth) to His son. When the
woman becomes pregnant by her husband (or a man) God places His Spirit (as a seed) in the
body of the unborn child. In St.Marys case the prophet Isaiah (as the bible reads) implanted the
physical seed of Jesus, Isaiah7:10-14-16, 8:1-4. Both names Immanuel and Mahershalalhashbaz
belong to the same person. Read verses 15 and 16 of chap. 7 and verse 4 of chapt.8 and study it
carefully. They are talking about the same person. And that person is Jesus, St.Matt.1:20-23-25.
This was how God chose His sons before man (Adam) was kicked out of the garden (first
civilization) in Eden. When four cities had been built and most people were not obeying the laws
God sent to them by His Spirit (in their minds) about 120 years before the end of the seventh day
of creation, Gen.6:1-3-4, God chose two separate couples to have sons for Him. The first couple
was of the yellow race and a few years later He chose a couple in the white race. Both men were
kings or chiefs of their cities, because God wanted to give His sons and all people the very best
chance to turn and obey the laws, even though He knew they wouldn't.
The baby born to the king and queen of the yellow race was named Lucifer. And while the baby
was still in the womb God put His seed (of the Holy Ghost) into the body of the baby making it His
son. The Spirit (seed) grows as the child grows and at a given point in time the person carrying
the Spirit has his eyes opened (the Spirit is born), meaning, like Jesus, they recognize who they
are, St.Matt.3:13-16-17, St.Luke4:1-21. The Spirit given to Lucifer was the head of the coin (the
right laws) and the white side of the laws. That Spirit is also called by the name of St.Michael, the
archangel (the god of war) known as the "light bringer".
A few years later the king and queen of the white race (who lived in the second city built) gave
birth to a son who people know as Adam. In this baby God put the seed of the Holy Ghost also
but it was the opposite side of the coin (or Spirit) God had put in Lucifer. This Adam is what the
bible refers to as the second Adam named after Gods creation (natural man) I Corin.15:45-48. As
I’ve already mentioned, the black spirit. Adam had trouble seeing and understanding the Spirit
leading him, but not Lucifer, because the white Spirit (or Ghost) is very easy to see by someone
having the Spirit. If the people would have listened to their kings (Lucifer and Adam) when both
men took the thrones of their earthly fathers, then when these two kings met it would have been
in peace. Together they would have had both sides of the laws, seeing and understanding all
laws. Peace and happiness would spread to all people as civilization grew. There would have
been a heaven on earth for mankind forever, the first heaven mentioned in II Corin.12:2-4, a
paradise on earth.
The physical body of a true son is taken from earthly parents, but the spiritual body is as a ghost
(Like Gods body, St.John4:24, called in the bible the Holy Ghost). A human baby begins life and
starts forming when the seed of man enters the egg of a woman. After the baby is born it begins
maturing into an adult, taking usually from 15 to 18 years for a female and 18 to 21 for a male.
The spiritual body of Gods sons (or daughters, and there are daughters of God, I Samuel28:7-20,
Isaiah8:3, Mary, mother of Jesus, was "in spirit" a virgin), is "in principal" accomplished in the
same way human babies are born and raised on earth. The seed of the Holy Ghost (a part of
God, like the seed of a man) is planted in the unborn baby (St.Luke1:26-35), and as the child
grows the Holy Ghost in the physical body also grows, but isn't born until the eyes are opened.
This usually happens around the age of 28 or 30. When the Spirit shows himself to the physical
body, flesh is lifted from the eyes. Then the spiritual baby or child, as Jesus was until taken from
this earth, Isaiah11:6, and as the last prophet in Rev.12:5, Romans8:16, grows toward adulthood
by learning and obeying the true laws. When the child has reached the point where he or she can
lead people then they step out as an adult, it's then that devils set about to kill them, trying to stop
the truth from being told, as happens to the prophets in Rev.11 and 12:4-5 when they step out to
lead.
This is how the sons of God, Lucifer and Adam were chosen and grew up 7,100 years ago. As
are all sons of God on this earth. They were sons of both man and God, this is why Jesus called
himself "the son man", St.Matt.25:31, and the son of God, St.John3:16-18, being of both. Lucifer
was the first son of God sent to this earth, Adam was second. When they became kings in their
dad’s places people would not listen to or believe in them or God. The laws were made by their

fathers and them. No one not even a king could tell them different. So they continued to disobey
laws. Adam had a younger blood brother (a natural brother) and laws were, and are, that the
eldest son inherits the first and largest part of the father’s wealth and position. Adam took the
throne as king over the white race. Adams brother was put over the building of the new city in
Egypt (Garden of Eden). While Adam kept the throne in the city of Adam, the second city. Adams
natural brother was very ambitious, as so many men are, and he wanted to be the king. So the
first war on earth, between civilized man, was between Adams spiritual brother and his natural
brother. Lucifer (knowing the laws) could not fight since peace was what he had to teach, preach,
and obey. Therefore Adams blood brother had no trouble to speak of in killing the king of the
yellow race and conquering the city. Lucifer could not fight, even in self defense, since killing his
physical body would only send him to the father and a new life. Lucifer had a wife and her
handmaid (a second wife as according to law, Gen.6:1-4). Adams natural brother took the wife
(queen) as a concubine back to Egypt with him where she was later killed as a peace offering.
The maid was sent to Adam as his concubine.
According to true law when a man takes a woman sexually and if she is willing she becomes his
wife and he is responsible for her and any children she may have. If the woman is not willing and
is forced in any way to submit it is rape and punishable by death unless the woman agrees to live
as his wife, Duet.21:10-17, 22:25-29. The maid of Lucifer became handmaid to Eve, Adams wife,
and a second wife to Adam. The house and everything concerning it belongs to all in it, with the
man as head of house, having full authority, under God, the wife is second in authority under the
husband with the handmaid being third in authority over house and children, even her own. The
wife being second in authority counts every thing, including all children, as more hers than the
maids, even children of the maid. Eve’s handmaid was first to give Adam a son named Cain (like
in the story of Abram, Sarah, and Hagar, Gen.16:1-6). Then Eve gave birth to Abel, and things
happened in the lives of these people in about the same way as happened to Abraham 3,000
years later. Eve did not want the maid’s half-breed son, Cain, to inherit Adams place as king and
most of his wealth, and neither did Adams people, Gen.16:1-16, 21:1-21.
One of the other ways the bible is spiritually written, so that everything isn't repeated word for
word, is that each of Gods major sons, Adam, Noah, Lot, Abram, Moses, Elijah, Jesus, and the
two prophets in Rev. 11, went through about the same things and principally in the same ways.
But only part of the story was told each time, a different part. To get the full story of even one son
all stories must be put together. About the only differences between each prophet (seer, I Samuel
9:9) are the people, nations, and times involved. Also (because of mans continual increase in
world knowledge) the power of mans destructive force and his way of enforcing his will (mans) on
other people, including how to make other people pay for crimes (sins). Everything else about the
lives of the prophets are basically the same.
About the time that Cain and Abel reached adulthood Adams natural brother, in Egypt, went to
war against Adam to take over the kingship of the white race. This was the second war on earth
between civilized man. Adams brother lost this war and Abel was put in charge of the city in
Egypt while Cain remained near the city of Adam, not taking the kingship that should by law have
been his. Because of Eve and the people not wanting a son of a maid or concubine as a king,
Adam disobeyed the laws God gave man in order to please Eve and the people, by making his
youngest son king. Cain had to serve under the authority of a younger brother which is against
the laws of God, Deut.21:15-17, this was Adams greatest sin (or crime). This is why it is written
that Abel was a keeper of "sheep"(Gods adopted people) and Cain was a "tiller" of the ground (a
laborer), Gen.4:1-2. It was Adams disobedience of laws to please Eve and the people that led to
war between Cain and Able, the third war of that day, and last war of the day.
This is basically the major outline of what happened in the symbolic Garden of Eden. The
beginning and ending of civilization in the last half of the seventh day of creation. When
civilization was destroyed all leaders fell with it, especially law enforcement offices from
policemen through judges (priests) clear up to the king. This is why in Rev.14:20 it says "blood
came out of the winepress, even unto the horse bridles", a horse is the symbol of a nation or race
in stride (move out). Such as the four horses in the seven seals, Rev.6:1-8. The bridle is what
rules or guides the horse and no natural horse uses more than one bridle, and the bridle is
around the head of the horse. What the Spirit is saying in the word used in the bible is that the
nation the horse represents is about to fall and blood will run from the lowest level (smallest

courts) clear up and into the highest courts of the people, in other words all law enforcement, and
military, are found guilty of misusing the laws. By how the nation uses or obeys the laws is how
the nation is judged. This is also why it is said in the bible, II Peter 2:4, that God spared not the
angels that sinned but cast them out into darkness, reserved unto judgment. God never gave life
after death to any except His sons, and they go home to the third Heaven after physical death.
The angels the bible talks about who were kicked out of heaven are the angels of Satan who are
natural men pretending to serve God and laws for all people, but only use law for self gain. The
power such people have is what God calls Satan. And as always since then, it was the leaders of
civilization who God kicked out of the Garden of Eden (what could have been a heaven on earth if
they had of obeyed the laws they were in charge of). So Satan (civilized power) and his angels
(devils or disobedient men) were kicked out of heaven (the first heaven for mankind on earth if
they obey) and did go out into darkness, no office to hold and no people to serve them. They had
to survive a terrible world tribulation that even people who are use to hardship and work have
much trouble surviving, plus having many enemies for the way they treated people.
All that I have written and the bible references are important to see and understand how and why
things truly happened as they did. Understanding the rise and fall of the first civilization is very
important in understanding the rest of mans history on earth and what to watch for and to do
today. In concluding the seventh day it is also important to tell and show why and how God led
and let people do as they did and still do.
If Lucifer and Adam had of been able to come together in peace Lucifer would have been first in
authority, like a president (being first sent and having the light, or white, Spirit to lead him). Adam
would have been second in authority, like a vice president, since he came second and had the
dark Spirit to lead him. However because the people were disobeying the laws Adams natural
brother (to enrich and gain personal power) went to war against Lucifer and his people. Adam
being under the dark Spirit was guided mostly by belief, since the dark Spirit is hard to see and
understand. God could not completely blame Adam for breaking laws he couldn't completely see
or understand. Especially when most people changed and disobeyed laws for seemingly good
reasons. It was in this way that God was, and is, able to save some people. To forgive a son for
disobeying laws (by His own law) God must forgive others also, up to a certain point.
Cain was also a son of God, under the dark Spirit like Adam. Abel too was a true son, under the
white Spirit, the same as Lucifer had been, Heb.11:4. When Eve and the people didn't want Cain
as their king Adam broke the law by making Abel king. This put trouble between Cain and Abel. If
Adam and his people had of obeyed the laws Cain would have been king and in peace he and
Abel would have brought peace to the world instead of another war, with Abel still ending up as
the king since he was under the Spirit of light. Only in this way would Cain have seen and
understood and been willing to be second to Abel. As it was Cain did not see or understand
having to serve under Abel, just because people, not law, said he had to. Other than the adoption
there were only four sons of God sent to earth before the third war and destruction of civilization,
Lucifer, Adam, Cain, and Abel.
The third war was at the very end of the seventh day and it made the seventh event, used by
God as part of His time table. The first city built in Eden, the second city, the third city (in Egypt),
the fourth city (in Havilah of the yellow race), wars one (5), two (6), and three (7). These are the
seven major events that make up a big event, the end of a time or a day. The number 7 is a
symbol used to mean a full time of something. Like the life of a man, city, nation, or the world
before it is judged. This is part of a pattern to life and world history. It is repeated many times in
the second week, (7,100 years from Adam until today). This is why there are so many sevens
mentioned in the bible and Revelation, 3 1/2 is a number symbolizing a half time.
Immediately after the third war God Himself came to earth and talked to Adam and Cain,
Gen.3:8-21, 4:9-15. It was at the end of the day when God came to earth, kicking Adam and Cain
out of the garden and destroying civilization. Just before evening, starting the next 1,000 year day
which also began the second week of earth, Gen.3:8.
Cain went east out of Eden toward Assyria, Gen.4:16. Why build a city if there weren't more
people to live in it than just Cain, his wife, and son Enoch? Adam also had a city, Joshua3:16.
And Adam was also kicked out at this time, Gen.3:17-24. The tree of knowledge is to have the
laws, obeying them, automatically gives the tree of life. Adam used the laws, tree of knowledge,

to please himself, Eve, and the people. So they and the people lost the tree of life (heaven on
earth for all people and everlasting life for those who truly believe and try).
Since both Adam and Cain were under the power of the dark Spirit they could not be completely
blamed for breaking the laws because of the circumstances people breaking laws put them
under. So God gave them another chance instead of executing them (as the law demands had
they known and seen the dark Spirit and the true meaning of laws). Forgiving them, by His own
law, God had to forgive others. But only those who tried, but under extreme circumstances fell
short (the adoption). But they still have to pay a smaller penalty, the days of tribulation following
the fall of civilization. When God Himself spoke to Adam and Cain as he destroyed the cities, this
was proof of Him and His laws. Cain nor Adam could no longer go on just belief. Carrying the
word of God and obeying the laws where ever he went was the mark and price God put on Cain
for killing Abel. To make up for his sins (crimes) and get right with God Cain had to carry the word
and obey His laws even when no one else did, Cain was at the mercy of people who have no
mercy. God destroyed the cities after the third war in the same way He destroyed the cities and
civilization in the days of Abraham and Lot, Gen.7:1-24, 19:1-24-25-28.
Destruction of the cities at the end of the seventh day was also the beginning of the evening part
of the first day in the second week of this earth, another 7,000 year period. It was a few years
before men were able to really start building a new civilization. The first power was the building of
a city in Egypt, east of the old city. Civilization still moved under the white race going east into
Assyria as shown in the sketches of the scale of times chart sent with this transcript.
Because of the majority of people refusing to accept, obey, and believe in God and His laws
civilization on this earth started down a road of destruction. And the vast majority of people have
continued this path increasing their power of destruction continually. There are only two paths
anyone can follow or take, and there are only two. Every person travels one of these two roads,
the path to salvation, or the road of destruction, you are on one of these two roads, but it's your
choice which road.
In the last half of the seventh day of creation civilization set a path of seven events which marked
the time of mans progress toward the end of the day and its destruction. The first event was the
building of laws and the city. Because people wouldn't obey the laws setup, people moved out of
that city to build another city under their laws, and from that city went out other people to build
another city. This made three cities of disobedience. After three warnings a fourth goes past the
halfway point. So the fourth chance to obey laws came from a city of another race, the fourth
event. When people still did not obey laws destruction set in, war I the fifth event, war II the sixth
event, and war III was the seventh and last event of the day. Seven great warnings are all God
gives people. During the second week there are two sets of seven in each 1,000 year day to mark
time and events by. One set of seven is for the 1,000 year period called a day, the second set of
seven is for the nation where most of the adoption has gathered to build a nation giving the world
its last chance of the day to turn from the road of destruction. This nation starts out saying they
are under the laws of God and for all people. But always goes the way of the world when they
become powerful. It is that nation that has the last chance to spread peace or war throughout the
world, and always brings down the judgment of God by spreading war and not peace.
In the scale of times chart I will show the two sets of seven in the first day following Adams being
kicked out of his city down to Noah’s time in the ark. Then I’ll show the last two sets of seven that
involve this last day, the seventh day of the second week, the people, nations, and events.
Between the first and last day of the second week. I will give the backbone of all seven days. But
will not go into each seven of each day. The bible has its own way of measuring times and events
with several different ways of checking it, all tell the same thing.
One of the scales used in the bible for telling times is in the line of genealogies. The genealogies
are not meant or used as people use them, that is why the bible says not to "give heed to fables
and endless genealogies", I Timothy1:4. The genealogies are used to mark time, places, and
events with in a spiritual not physical way. And it is the symbols used in bible stories that tell the
true story, not the story itself. If you will notice in St.Matt.1:1-17, it says Jesus Christ is the son of
David and the son of Abraham. This means spiritually, because Abram was on earth 2,000 years
before Jesus and David came a 1,000 years after Abraham, a 1,000 years before Jesus. And isn't
it odd that there are 14 generations between each event as it says in verse 17? Now look at the
genealogies mentioned in St.Luke3:38-23 for the same time period St.Matt. gave. From Jesus to,

and including, Zorobabel there are 21 names (Zorobabel was born to those in captivity) which
St.Matt. says are 14 generations. After Zorobabel and up to David St.Luke says there are another
21 generations, yet again St.Matt. says only 14. Then from David to Abraham, both St.Matt. and
St.Luke agree on 14 names. Now according to Gen.5:3-30 and I Chron.1:1-4, there are 10 names
mentioned from Adam to Noah. In Gen.11:10-26, counting Shem (Noah’s son) there are another
10 names mentioned down to Abraham, I Chron.1:24-27 also agrees. In both cases there are 20
names mentioned from Adam to Abram, but Christ (through St.Luke) doesn't agree with this,
St.Luke3:38-34, St.Luke says there are 21 names from, and including, Adam to Abram, and also
calls Adam the son of God. The name Cainan was inserted between the names Arphaxad and
Sala, in order to show the 21 names needed to show three sevens are involved, three 1,000 year
days as shown in the chart. The 14 names from Abraham to David that both St.Matt. and St.Luke
agree on are to show a dividing of a time in the fourth day following Abraham. Abraham was 99
years old when God made a covenant (deal or contract) with him, Gen.17:1-14. God told
Abraham that his people would be in bondage under another nation for 400 years, Gen.15:13 and
in the fourth generation Abraham’s people would come out of that nation. This means that the
average generation had to be over 100 years, because it was in the fourth generation they would
come out.
When Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed, (right after Abram went to war against
Chedorlaomer king of Elam (east of Abraham and north of Damascus, being on the left of it)
Gen.14:13-15, that days third war), this ended the third 1,000 year day and started the fourth day.
Being in bondage 400 years would make it reach almost half way through the fourth day when
Israel came out of bondage. 3 1/2 symbolizes a half time so in the fourth generation would make
it a half day, or time. The Israelites were working on the treasure cities of Rames in Egypt when
Moses led them out of bondage, Exodus12:37 & 41. This is why the name Aram is the seventh
name following Abraham in the genealogies, the middle 14 generations, halfway through the day
and at the beginning of the morning (light) part of the day.
The use of 14 names now start representing a 1,000 year day since this begins the second half
of the 7,000 year week. 28 names in St.Matt line of genealogies covers two 1,000 year days,
(from David to Jesus), the fifth and sixth days. To further show that two days are involved,
St.Luke carries three sevens for each of the same days St.Matt. covers, using 21 names instead
of 14. This shows two different times being mentioned of and both St.Matt. and St.Luke cover
both times, but in different ways to show the same times.
St.Paul of the bible came 1,000 years after Jesus Christ. At the end of the sixth day 1,000 years
ago. Jesus Christ came 2,000 years ago at the end of the fifth day and beginning of the sixth day
and brought the New Testament which gives true meaning to the laws of God in the Old
Testament and is a way of making it possible for all people to understand. The teachings of Christ
in the New Testament finished the laws of God which are in the Old Testament (confirming those
laws, not doing away with them as most people believe) St.John5:36, St.Matt.5:17, and His
teachings in the New Testament of the bible is His spiritual blood, St.John6:63 and St.Mark14:2325. He did not change any laws of the Old Testament. He repeatedly refers to the Ten
Commandments which were given in the Old Testament. It is there one must study the laws to
truly understand the breakdown and true meaning of all laws.
Jesus Christ said He came not to destroy or change, but to fulfill and finish the laws,
St.John4:34, 17:4, 19:30. Therefore, since that job was finished, (the whole word made
understandable to all people who truly believe and try) then anyone coming after Jesus would
have to come in his name, or Spirit. The line of genealogies in both St.Matt. and St.Luke stop at
the end of the sixth day (1,000 years ago) with the last name being Jesus. This is also why there
are two different accounts of the birth of Jesus, and His death on this earth. The last of the sixth
day to have world power was Spain (under the Church of Rome) one of the steps in Democracy
under God, and it was in Spain that St.Paul was born.
The story of St.Paul (in the name of Jesus) and his birth is symbolized in St.Matt. in the days of
Herod. This was after the mixed red race from India came into and took over Spain. This is why
Wise Men are said to have come from a country from the east to Jerusalem, (Rome) looking for
Jesus. The wise men were in a country east of Jerusalem and saw the star in their east and
followed it to Jerusalem, meaning the star was traveling west. Herod wanted to know where and
when this birth was, and told the wise men to let him know when they found the baby, St.Matt.2:1-

9. The wise men left Jerusalem continuing to follow the star, verse 9. When the wise men found
the baby in a house (verse 11) and had paid their respects, they decided to return to their land
another way so Herod wouldn't catch them, St.Matt.2:12. In verses 13 to 15 it says Joseph took
Mary and the baby into Egypt away from Herod. Both the wise men and Joseph’s family went
back through Egypt, by crossing over the mouth of the Mediterranean Sea on the coast of Spain.
That is why it took Herod so long to find out the wise men weren't coming back to him,
St.Matt.2:16. And this is also why Paul, after his eyes were opened on the way to Damascus,
Act9:1-22, went to Rome the center of the church, but Rome wouldn't accept St.Paul. When
reading Acts13:23-31, do so very carefully Paul is talking about the Jesus who came to their
forefathers, people his group are descendents of, verse 33. But in verse 32 Paul says we declare
unto you, and says in verse 33 that Jesus is raised again pointing to the second Psalm which
indicates the second time, Gala.6:17-18. Paul never saw Jesus on this earth in the flesh or as a
man, Jesus was crucified before Paul knew Him (in Spirit) in the way to Damascus, so who is it
Paul talks about in II Corin.12:1-5? St.Paul was the first prophet of the two who are mentioned in
Rev.11:3, at the end of the second woe. Jesus Christ came 2,000 years ago at the end of the fifth
day and the first woe. The second prophet of Rev.11, the one also shown in Rev.12:1-5 as a
baby, comes at the end of this day (the seventh) and the third woe, Rev.8:13.
As for the birth of Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago. When the black race was given their second
chance to rule the world in peace, these people came out of Africa (Ethiopia) into Greece
(Judah). In St.Luke2:7, it says Jesus was born in a manger because there was no room in the Inn
where Joseph came to pay taxes. In this story it says there were shepherds tending their sheep
(the adopted) in the same country and an angel appeared unto them, not a star. These
shepherds told everyone in the country about the birth of this Jesus. They didn't have to hide it
from the king. And this Jesus grew up in his own country, not in Egypt, St.Luke2:1-52.
Jesus Christ came at the end of the fifth 1,000 year day, St.Paul, (in the name of Jesus) came at
the end of the sixth day and the very beginning of the seventh day (today), and he (St.Paul) came
to Spain. In Rev.20:1-4 it says an angel came down from heaven with the key to the bottomless
pit, the angel destroys the power of Satan for 1,000 years, and white robes were given to the
souls beheaded for being witnesses for Jesus and lived reigning with Jesus 1,000 years. This
angel was Jesus Christ and the souls who reigned with him 1,000 years, did so after their deaths
and not on this earth. Jesus Christ did have the keys to both heaven and hell, and the 1,000 year
reign was during the sixth day of this earth, St.Matt.16:17-19.
The rest of the dead means the last of the 144,000 who die during the seventh day also
witnessing for the word of God, and this period of time is also measured as another 1,000 year
reign, Rev.20:5-7-15. St.Paul (in the name of Jesus) came 1,000 years ago to destroy the power
of Satan the same as Christ had done 1,000 years before him and to help save the adoption,
that's the reason it says in verse 3 of Rev.20 that Satan would be released only for a short period,
at the end of the first 1,000 years. This was the end of the sixth day. At the end of the second
1,000 years it says Satan would be released again with power to go out and deceive the whole
world (except for the very elect, His true sons, St.Matt.24:22-24) and this time the earth is
destroyed and the adoption are taken to a New Earth Rev.20:7-15 and chapters 21 and 22.
With the charts on the scale of times, this covers the background (backbone) of mans history in
this world, and its times down to this last day. But before I tell and show the sevens in this day, I
must go back to the sevens in the first day of this 7,000 year week.
In the time of the Garden of Eden, there were three generations and half of the sons of God,
Lucifer, Adam, Cain, and Abel. After the destruction of the cities, on Adams line through Seth
(who took Abel’s place Gen.4:25) there are seven generations mentioned down to and including
Enoch who it says walked with God and was taken (translated, Heb.11:5) Gen.5:18-24, Jude1:14.
Enoch was killed, like Lucifer in the first civilized war of the first day in the second week. Then
following Adams line down through Cain to Lemech, there are seven generations, Gen.4:16-18,
counting Adam. These are the two sevens of the first day, but the seven under Cain represents
the times of the red race, in the same way as the seven in Eden represented the white race 1,000
years before. This seven was switched over so it would appear under the last of the white race,
forming a straight line of history going down through the world. To show the switch was made and
where it fits into the line of history, the sevens are again used in another way. Cain was a tiller of
the ground, Abel (in Egypt) was the keeper of sheep (a shepherd). But the Lemech under the line

of Seth (who took Abel’s place in Egypt) says they were the tillers (laborers), Gen.5:28-29, while
the Lemech under Cain’s line says not only that his sons are over cattle (other people) but his
sons did everything but till the ground, Gen.4:19-22. The two names of Lemech had there places
switched to fit in the line of history. To further show this (using the original King James Bible) all
Cain’s descendents were placed together in Gen.4:16-18, while all the descendents of Seth were
separated in Gen.5:3-32.
The little symbol that looks this ¶ was used to show separations in parts of the scriptures, and
each part was often found on separate forms of writing material. Each name under the line of
Seth was intentionally separated, while the line under Cain was not. Seth’s line of seven down to
and including Enoch represents the world’s history and events for the full 1,000 year day, while
the line under Cain represents the events of the Red race as they came into power at the end of
the first day. Under the line of Seth (separated by the symbol ¶) this Lemech (the tiller) is said to
have lived 777 years, Gen.5:31. The Lemech under the line of Cain (the shepherd) tells his wives
he surely will be avenged 77 times, for killing a man (taking another mans place). Noah is said to
be the son of the Lemech who live 777 years. The descendents of Seth down to Enoch show the
worlds seven, four nations and three wars, the line under Cain shows the four cities involved in
the red race and their three wars. The fourth city is the last one of the white race, and the war
with it is the first war counted for the day and the nation, two more wars make the seven events
for nation and world. This is why some of the names in both lines of seven sound so much alike,
they represent some of the same times and cities, as shown in the scale of times chart.
This ends the first day of the second week (symbolized by the flood, Gen. chap.7 and 8) but it
took a few years after the destruction of civilization before a city with any power was rebuilt in
Babel (the garden of the red race) then the red race started toward Egypt along the same pattern
the white race had followed going into Assyria, but in reverse, since Assyria is east of Egypt. The
last three names in symbolizing the times of the red race were used to show the three first
nations of the second day. This brought the red race into Egypt about the middle of that day
(Methusael=Babel, Lemech=Syria, and Noah=Egypt). It's for this reason they follow Enoch (last
of the seven for the white race), and in the line of genealogies making 10 names from Adam to
Noah, representing a day-and-a-half, 1,500 years. The two named Lemech did switch places and
the one living 777 years (the red race) did come through Babel as the white race came through
Egypt a thousand years before.
The story of the flood uses symbols to tell important facts. In Gen.7:4 God tells Noah that after
seven days (times) He will cause it to rain upon the earth for 40 days and 40 nights (a time
divided into two parts, light and darkness). The rain is spiritual rain, meaning that after the seven
little times (days) God will send His spirit and sons to bring the red race into power. The 40 days
also represent the first half of Noah’s life before his eyes were opened. The time when (to Noah)
the world looked right to him. The 40 nights represent the last half of Noah’s life after his eyes
were opened to the truth and he knew the world of man was wrong and headed toward
destruction. This is what 40 days and 40 nights represent in the lives of all Gods sons, and is
used many times in the bible, Moses Exodus24:18,Elijah Ikings19:8, Jesus St.Luke4:1-2-13,
St.Paul (in the name of Jesus) St.Matt.4:1-2-11. These two stories sound almost alike but yet
each has a little different way of telling it. In St.Lukes story it speaks only of the 40 days (the first
half of the time), Jesus was lead to a mountain and then to the high point of the temple, and the
devil left him for a season, meaning the devil would be back. In St.Matts story both 40 days and
40 nights are used, meaning the whole story including the second half. Jesus was lead to a high
point of the temple first, and then to a mountain, backwards from St.Lukes story. When the devil
left him, angels ministered to him. Completely opposite and different than the time of St.Lukes
story. The 40 days and 40nights do mean two halves of a sons life, before and after the spirit
opens his eyes, and is often used to symbolize two halves of anytime mentioned. The story of
Jesus in St.Luke is the story of Jesus Christ 2,000 years ago, St.Matt. story is St.Pauls story of
1,000 years ago when he came in the name of Jesus, the first prophet of the two in Rev.11.
In Gen.8:6-12 it says after 40 days Noah opened the windows of the ark and sent out a raven
and a dove, meaning when Noah’s eyes were opened at the end of the first half of his life (40
days, time of the raven) he saw the road of destruction he and the people of the world were on
and even though he wanted and searched for peace (sent out the dove), peace with men didn't
come because of their evilness until after the last half of his life, in the evening (40 nights and the

7 days between the raven and the dove bringing back the olive leaf) then peace was made with
God, not man.
The 150 days the waters were upon the earth represent laws men followed all the days of Noah’s
life, even though Noah tried to warn them, St.Luke17:26-29. Gen.7:24, those 150 days (times)
represent the number of years each name in the line of genealogy stands for. Three names like
Lucifer, Adam, and Cain means 3x150=450 years of the start of civilization in the seventh and
last day of the first week of creation. Seven names from Adam to Enoch represent 7x150=1050
years, a full day’s time. The three names Methuselah, Lemech, and Noah make the half day of
the first day before the flood for the red race. Ten names from Adam to Noah make 1,500 years
down to the middle of the second day when the red race came into Egypt. Twenty names from
Adam to Abraham make 3,000 years, three full days between Adam and Abraham. This is why
Jesus inserted the name Cainan, to show there are 3 sevens, three big times, 1,000 years each
between Adam and Abraham, but to get 3,000 years (20x150) Cainan couldn't be used. The
fourth generation of Abraham down to Judah, make the half day the people spent in Egypt under
bondage of the black race before the yellow race took over Egypt.
The race of people Abraham represented is the yellow race, and it being the last of the four
races to come into power. And since half way through the fourth day is half a week, 3,500 years,
by following the law (or rule) of the last being first and vice-versa, then it was the last race coming
into power who would be first again to come back into power. For this reason and to show the
week is half over, a new scale for marking time had to be set, but still using the genealogies. 7
now representing half a day and 14 names for a full day. In Isaiah23:15 it says the city of Tyre
would be forgotten 70 years, the time of a king. No where in all the line of kings in Israel and
Judah was there a king who had a time of 70 years. 70 years represent the number of years a
name (king) stands for in the line of genealogy. This is what the 70 weeks (times) also stand for in
the time of Jesus, Daniel9:24-27. 70 years multiplied by 7 names is 490 years, half a day. 70
years times 14 names make 980 years, a full day. Follow this rule on the scale of times sheets.
There are four other main ways of checking the times of the second week along with the 7
churches and 7 seals of Rev. that are on the drawn outline of the first week. The fourth way is by
the order in which God sent his sons to earth, described as the 12 tribes of 12,000 men, each
totaling 144,000. From Lucifer down to (but not including), Moses was a period of 3,600 years.
Each tribe of sons represents 300 years as shown on the scale of times. Counting Moses down to
the last prophet of Rev.11 and 12:1-5, the sons were taken up from the earth and follow the same
path as did the ones coming down to earth, from Lucifer and Adam to Moses, only in reverse.
The fifth way of showing the days of the week is by what St.John says in Rev.17:10-11 when
telling of the mother of harlot’s judgment (people of earth). He says there are 7 kings, 5 are fallen,
1 is, another to come, and the eighth goes into perdition (total destruction, therefore isn't counted
as one of the first 7). St.John was a follower of Jesus 2,000 years ago, which means he passed
into the sixth day after Jesus left. Because the Holy Ghost wasn't given to the disciples until after
Jesus left. So the 5 kings fallen, are the 5 days before Jesus. The one St.John says that is, is the
day he is in at the time. One to come is the next after him which is TODAY, and the eighth don't
count because he won't be, since this earth’s time ends.
The sixth and seventh ways of checking these times are both similar in method. The loaves of
bread and fishes Jesus fed the people on the mountain, St.Matt.14:15-21. The bread of life is a
symbol meaning the laws God gave man, also called unleavened bread because not
understanding His laws, people don't want or like them. Leaven bread means mans own use of
laws as he wants, 1Kings 22:27, Psalms 80:5, St.John 6:32-33-35-40, 45-48-51. God gave bread
(law) to all people through the prophets and lawgivers, from Adam to Jesus, but Jesus brought
the New Testament, giving it to all people so they could understand the laws without going to
priest. In the New Testament Jesus explains how to understand, obey, and live by Gods law. He
explains the true meaning and reasons for the laws, how and what to pay if a law is broken. This
is the main reason he says there is no other way to God except through him and his teachings,
St.John 14:6,6:63. This also why Jesus used his body as a symbol of bread for people to eat (and
follow). Jesus followed no will of his own but to do the will of God and His laws, St.John6:51.
Meat symbolizes the true meaning of laws, St.John 6:27. Wine (St.Matt. 26:26-29) represents the
true spirit of the laws. With true belief in God when reading the New Testament, you are drinking
Christ’s blood (his teachings) obeying the laws as he says, you are eating his body (following him

and become a part of him, a brother or sister). In doing these two things that Jesus asks, God
(reading the Old Testament) gives you meat, (meaning to all things).
The five loaves of bread Jesus fed the people represented the laws God gave in the 5 days
before Jesus (since he was at the end of the fifth day) in the Old Testament. This is why it says of
men there were 5,000 who ate, meaning 5,000 years of men from Adam to Jesus Christ. The two
little fishes represent the two remaining days of the second week in which Jesus left the New
Testament for all people, bringing meaning (meat) to all who truly believe and read it. The 12
baskets of fragments picked up after the meal represent the adoption out of all 12 tribes (all
nations) who will be picked up and taken to a New Earth after the 3 1/2 year tribulation period.
Jesus did not feed those people physical food, the food he fed was spiritual and the teachings
(doctrine) of God, St.Matt. 16:5-9-12.
The seventh way of checking time is by the 7 loaves and a few fish, St.Matt. 15:32-38. God gave
man His laws all through the time of the second week, 7,000 years, even through Christ. The few
little fishes represent the few true adoption and the days of the New Testament, St.Matt. 20:1516. The seven baskets full of broken meat mean that after the end of the seventh day, when men
broke and lost all true meaning of the laws, God will save a few people who believe and try to
follow the laws through Christ, Rev. 7:9-14,15:1-3-8. Having the people sit on the ground (St.Matt.
15:35) meant he told them to stop thinking they were above (better) other people and the laws.
The 4,000 of men who ate the meal represent the beginning of the day Jesus Christ came with
the New Testament, which started after Elijah was taken 1,000 years before Jesus, 4,000 years
from Adam, 2Kings 2:9-12. The end of the fifth day when Jesus Christ came and was taken, is
represented by the 5,000 of men who ate of the 5 loaves and two little fishes.
At the end of the second day (Noah’s time) the black race had started their three cities through
the Spirit of God in their minds (Hebrews 8:10-11), before the first of sons were sent to them
(their garden was Sodom in Egypt). In the bible it reads as if Abram and Lot came at the same
time (together), the same as it sounds like the two last prophets of Rev. 11 come at the same
time. However there is 1,000 years between Abram and Lot (the same is true for the two prophets
of Rev.11). All Gods sons are brothers, but they do not all come at the same time. The major
prophets come 1,000 years apart. From Lucifer to Moses (3,600 years) there were 144,000 sons
sent to earth to try leading man to salvation. Abram says Lot was his brother’s son, and his
brother was Nahor, also father to Terah who was the father to Haran, Lots father, (3 cities of the
black race 1,000 years before Abram), Gen.11:24-27. By adding up the years (according to the
genealogy) there are a few years over 2,000 from Adam to Harran, Lots father. Lot came at the
end of the second and the beginning of the third day, when Sodom was destroyed by Angels,
Gen.19:1-38. Lot went under the name of Iscah, brother to Milcah daughter to Haran, Gen.11:29.
The end of the power of the black race was in Babylon (Mesopotamia) where Haran (lots father)
died, Gen.24:10, 11:27-28. Mesopotamia was conquered by the yellow race who named it UR of
Chaldees at the end of the third day, Gen.11:31. It was in the plains (not mountains like around
Egypt) that Lot chose, Gen.13:11. The story of Lot (Iscah, Harans son) is told in the travels of
Isaac (Abraham’s son) and where he sent his son Jacob to get away from Esau (Jacobs brother)
Gen. 28 and 29. This is also why Isaacs’s trips into Egypt sound so much like the trips Abraham
took into Egypt. They were following almost the same paths, but in reverse of each other and
1,000 years apart. One representing the black race as it came into power and the other
representing the yellow race 1,000 years later, Abram-Gen.12:10-20 and chap.13. IsaacGen.26:1-35.
When Sodom was destroyed, Lot and his two sons Moab and Benammi settled in the mountains
north of Egypt and the sons became fathers of those lands (Greece and Turkey) naming the
lands Moab and Ammon, Gen.19:30-37, 38 Under the name of Jacob (son of Isaac) the black
race built their first city (after the destruction of Sodom and Egypt) in Moab and named it Bethel.
This began the third day, Gen.28:16-22. This Bethel is where Abraham built an alter (city) east of
it, (between Bethel and Ai), 1,000 years later for the yellow race, Gen.12:6-8-9. The black race
was still in charge of this area (in Abrams time) until the yellow race coming out of Ur of Chaldees
(Babylon) took it over (and Egypt) about the middle of the fourth day, (in mans history they were
called the Shepherd Kings). When Moses brought the Israelites up out of Egypt (400 years into
the fourth day) they came around the borders of Moab and Ammon, Deaut.2:9 and 19.

1,000 years before Abraham, when Sodom and Egypt were destroyed, the black race when it left
Bethel to build their second power in Syria, they named it Padan-Aram, and their third city of
power in Babylon (Assyria) they named Mesopotamia, the bibles symbolic names for these two
cities are Haran and Nahor. At the end of this day (the third), the yellow race (coming into power)
had built three cities coming down out of the north, the third city was the yellow races (garden)
Gomorrah and was on the east of Haran (Syria) between Egypt and Babylon, and north. The
fourth city of their time was Mesopotamia (under the black race). Abrams brother Nahor took it
over and renamed it Ur, Gen.11:31. Then Abram left the main body of the yellow race and came
toward Egypt through Haran (Syria). This is the reason there are two Nahors in the line of
genealogy, like there were two Lemeches, the Nahors also switched places. One stood for the
black race and the other who conquered them 1,000 years later, stood for the yellow race,
Gen.11:22-26.
Since the yellow race was the last of the four races to come into power, and the middle of the
fourth day is also the middle of the second 7,000 year week, then the yellow being last would also
be first to come back into power at the beginning of the second half of the week. This is the main
reason why God separated Abraham from the main body of the yellow race, bringing Abraham
toward Egypt ahead of the rest of the yellow race, Gen.12:1-5, they would be the first of the
yellow (mixed) to come back into power at the start of the second half of the week. Part of
Abrams people stayed in and around Greece, Rome and Egypt shown in the stories of Abraham,
Isaac and the 12 sons of Jacob. But part of these yellow people coming with Abraham, went on
west to Mt.Seir (Spain) and took over the mixed red race who had went there to escape the
power of the black race. Esau (Jacobs’s brother) also took over half of the white race of Eden,
who at this time are called Edomites of Edom (not called Eden as it once was), Gen.36:143,39:1&9-19, Ezek.28:13, and Isaiah 23:1-18.
The world powers of the fourth day under the yellow race started in Babylon, the second power
was in Syria (Haran), and about the middle of the day came into Egypt to be the third power. The
fourth power was Esau in Edom. Isaiah23:1-18 calls the city Tyre of the land of Tarshish, Ezekiel
calls it Tyrus in the land of Tarshish, chaps.26,27,28, and 29:17-21, read 28:11-13-19 very
carefully. Tyrus, also known as the city of Atlantice, was in Eden, in the area we today call Spain.
The fifth power of the fourth day was in Rome (Israel) the seat of democracy. At the time Greece
(Judah) and Rome were fighting (like democrats and republicans) to see which would rule the
kingdom. And like England and the U.S.A. work together on most things, Egypt (under the yellow
people, mixed) worked at times with both Greece and Rome. The three Trojan wars made the
seven big events for that day. Elijah came to Rome and traveled into Greece, but only a few
people accepted him in Greece (Judah), and when Jezebel queen of Rome (Israel) wife to Ahab
the king tried to kill Elijah, God took him off the earth in what people called the horseless carriage
of Israel, story starts in 1Kings 17 and ends in 2Kings2:1-15. In the last war (third) of that day, the
Edomites (white race) under the yellow race in Tyrus took vengeance on Tyrus, Greece and
Rome didn't help Tyrus as they did in the first two wars, this is why Judas (representing one of
the 12 tribes, is known as the traitor), Ezek. 25:12-14. Judah was the mixed yellow race who
came from the main body of the yellow race in Babylon, ancestors of Abraham. After the third
war, God destroyed Esau (Tyrus) and Edom with it. Malachi 1:1-3-5, Romans 9:9-14, Heb. 12:1621.
The mixed yellow race which had been the fifth nation of world power in Greece and Rome, was
the first power coming back into power after the end of that day and the destruction of Tyrus, but
the temple (headquarters) at Rome was moved to Greece (but the people couldn't move the 12
roads of Rome, one for each of the 12 gates to the temple), the destruction of Tyrus was closer to
Rome than Greece, and Rome was hurt worse.
Greece was the first power of the fifth day, then Egypt (mostly all mixed yellow by now) became
the second world power. As this was happening, Greece was pushing back into Syria, pushing
the original yellow race back into Babylon. In the middle of the day, the black race being the third
power, pushed the yellow race out of Babylon sending them toward China. Under the black race
Babylon became the fourth power called Persia, conquering half the red race calling them Medes.
The fifth power was a mixture of black people from Egypt and Ethiopia who started rebuilding
Greece (thinking it was where Solomon’s temple had been). Rome had built up under people of
the land coming from the north and west (those who had escaped the Great Destruction), also

people escaping from Greece trying to get away from the black races building power. Greece was
just becoming a nation of power when Jesus Christ came to them, St.John 2:19-20, Daniel 9:2527. Babylon (Persia) was destroyed and civilization fell when Christ was taken at the end of the
fifth day, within the hour of Jesus death, St.Mark 15:37-38, St.Matt. 27:50-54, Rev. 11:11-13.
After the fifth day ended, Rome (being the farthest from the destruction of Babylon) was the first
power to come back under the mixed black race (today called Turks). This is also why Jesus
Christ went to the woman at Jacobs well in Samaria (before he left), Jesus knew Solomon’s
temple was in Rome, not Greece as people thought, and he knew Rome would come back into
power. Peter represented Rome and it was on that rock Jesus said he would build his temple,
St.Matt. 16:17-19. From Rome the spirit moving through the people brought Arabia into the
second power of the sixth day, blackish people mixed strong with the red race, by wars and
marriages.
The third power was India (red race) and from it came the fourth and fifth powers. The fourth
power was under the red race that came from India and Media to conquer Mecca and half the
black race into Egypt and northern Africa. The fifth power of the sixth day was a mixed red race
from Arabia, India and other nations, they came into Spain and built their power there under the
church in Rome. St.Paul (in the name of Jesus) the first of the two prophets in Rev. 11, came to
Spain bringing the word of God. In mans history he was also known as Muhammad and he spoke
of the Muhammad who had came a thousand years before, the name Muhammad means "God
sent". This brings us down to the seventh day, TODAY, and it can easily be followed in today’s
history and the outline I've drawn on the scale of times.
How God destroyed civilization after the third war of each day, shows very great power. From
Adam through the first half of the week, the cities were destroyed by fire out of the second
heaven as described in the destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, Gen. 19:24-25. When God led
the Israelites out of Egypt under Moses, the people followed a pillar of fire by night and a pillar of
cloud by day, this pillar caused much destruction, Exodus 13:20-22, 14:19-31, 40:34-38. When
Joshua brought the children of Israel across Jordan into the Promised Land they had to fight the
Amorites, and God killed more of the Amorites with rocks from heaven than the Israelites did in
war, Joshua10:8-11. The Lord made the sun stand still and the moon stayed in the valley of
Ajalon, (the earth stopped spinning) Joshua 10:12-14, as it also did in the days of Hezekiah king
of Judah (when the day ended) 2Kings 20:8-11.
By the end of the fourth day world population and civilization had spread through out most of
Asia, Ethiopia, India, and Europe so it took a much bigger destructive force to knock out
civilization than in previous times. There was a planetary comet which used to pass over the
earth every 500 years (something similar to Halley’s comet) and every other time (every 1,000
years) it passed so close to earth it was used to destroy civilization with (as planned and
controlled) by God and the angels, Isaiah 13:13, 24:19-23, Psalms 33:5-19. A large meteorite
from this huge comet is what was used to destroy Tyrus (Esau) with. 1,000 years later, at the time
of Christ and the pass over he went to (St.John 13:1) 2,000years ago this huge comet was used
to destroy the Persian empire and brought the ocean (sea) up over it until 1,000 years later when
this destruction came again. Babylon was buried under many feet of sea mud, to day
archaeologist have spent many years digging it out. Mecca the fourth power of the sixth day was
destroyed by using this planetary comet, (1,000 years ago) a piece of the meteorite is now used
as a corner stone in the temple at Mecca.
Followers of God in the days before today’s 1,000 year day knew of this huge comet and its
approximate time of appearing, it was called the pass-over and time of the avenging angel,
Exodus 12:1-14, 21-27, 29-30. This is what Paul is telling us when he is warning the captain of
the ship that it will be a dangerous voyage because of the fast of the pass-over, and it was, Acts
27:9-11, 14-44. Those chosen to be sons of God learned to know this and that God controlled this
destroyer, but natural man and false priests misinterpreting things, thought the image which had
fallen from heaven was from the planet God of Jupiter, Acts 19:35. Some people believed it came
from the planet Mars and called the place it hit Mars hill (city of the God of Mars), Acts 17:22. This
is also why there were people called priests of Jupiter, Acts 14:13. However, Jesus and Isaiah tell
us exactly where the comet is and where the rock of Gibraltar, destroyer of Tyrus (Atlantice)
came from. Although the planet Venus, called the morning star, is the easiest planet to see with
the naked eye, there never was a God named after it. The morning star (Venus) didn't go into

orbit around the sun until after the worlds destruction 1,000 years ago, before then it was a comet
called the Avenging Angel (Gods destroyer) and the feast of the pass-over was people getting
prepared for it. Since this is the seventh day of the second week and God rests on the seventh
day, He left it up to mankind to save or destroy himself by how man uses the laws and great
power God gave man through his little mind, Heb. 8:10-11. So the destroyer was put into orbit
around the sun for all people to see, no longer a comet, and peace on earth forever if man
obeyed His laws on earth and don't destroy himself. The comet went into orbit around the sun as
the second planet out from the sun, after St.Paul came (as Jesus the second time), Rev. 22:16.
Isaiah 14:12-15 calls the meteorite which came from this big comet hitting the earth and
destroying Tyrus, Lucifer son of the morning because it is a part of what later became a star, the
morning star, the smallest part.
The number of the beast 666 is not a number that will be put on anyone by Satan, in that way,
Satan isn't that big a fool. Satan hides behind claiming to believe in God, working for Him and all
people, this is how he gains his power from people. Rev. 13:18 says to count the number, for it is
the number of a man (or represents a man). In other words you won't see the number, it's
something that has to be counted. And it isn't put on your hands or forehead, it says IN. Anything
a person puts his or her mind and hands to work at, is to worship that thing or person and it's how
and who you do it for that gives you the 666 OR the fathers name written in your hands and mind,
Rev. 14:1. If you work for man (even yourself), city, nation, and the world as people want you to,
you have the mark of the beast in you, 666, since the vast majority of people and their leaders
don't even claim to believe in God, and those who do claim to believe in God and his laws are
hypocrites otherwise the majority wouldn't let them stay in office. The only way to keep from
getting the 666 and have Gods name written in you is to work for yourself and all people as God
says to do in all you say and do, as He says to say and do it, regardless of what other people say
or do to you, in trying to turn you their way. That is the only way to keep from getting the number
666.
The number 666 came from King Solomon and the nation of people who served under him.
When the nation of Israel (Rome) started out after they came out of Egypt, it was to build a nation
under God and the ten commandments for all people who obeyed those laws (the beginning of
democracy), the Israelites absorbed the mixed multitude who came out of Egypt with them,
(circumcised or baptized them into the laws, Exodus 12:37-38, 46-48-49, Lev. 17:10-13, 19:3334). But the people were in a hurry to become a great nation, so they them selves didn't obey
laws if a good reason came up. So before they had a king over them and were still under judges
(priests called lawgivers). The judges became as law breaking as the people. Priests were not to
own anything, they were given 48 cities to live in and administer laws from, 4 cities from each of
the 12 tribes. 10% of all works done by the people was to go for the support of the Priests and
their families, since trade was the only means of pay in those days, money wasn't in use at that
time, at least by most people, it was the works of a persons hands that was used to trade or pay
with. All sin offerings (fines for crimes) had to be burnt (according to law) so that no profit could
be made from crime (sins) by anyone, especially the lawgivers. This was to keep the priests from
being tempted to take more than the law allows, also false claims would be much less likely.
However the Israelites and their leaders didn't obey these laws. By the time Eli (1Samuel) and his
two sons became the high priests of Rome and Greece (Israel and Judah, each with 6 tribes
under them, Joshua 8:33, 21:41) things were already getting into a mess. So the people came to
Eli complaining of his crooked priest sons and asking for one king to rule over them like other
nations had. Twice the people had Eli to ask God to send them a king, each time God said no, if
the people didn't want crooked priests then the people should straighten their own houses up. A
priest could not take anything illegally from the people, not even a bribe, unless there was some
just as crooked to give it to him. The people still wanted a king, saying it was easier to support
and watch one man as a leader, than it was to support and watch two men who were trying to out
do each other. The third time the people sent Eli to ask God to give them a king, God said alright,
but a king would end up not only taking everything people had, but would take their lives also.
The people refused to listen to God and after several years with Samuel and then Saul as priest
kings, God sent the people King David. In order to build a powerful nation as quickly as possible,
all people were ordered to help, this is what it meant when David numbered the people, 2Samuel
24:1-10. All land owners and business people paid tribute (tax), all able bodied young men had to

serve in the military, and so that the poor and working class of people did their part, they too were
given a certain amount of tribute to pay. By this time money was coming into use. All people were
working together to build a powerful nation (under God and His commandments)(they said) where
a person could work and live in peace without fear of losing everything worked for to criminals or
other conquering nations. And David did what the people thought they wanted and liked. Leading
and using the people David built a powerful nation, by conquering all other nations around them
and taking spoil for his people, 2Samuel 6:20-22, and chap. 8. But if God wouldn't let David build
a temple to put the ark in, because of the blood of a friend being on his hands, 2Samuel 11:2-27.
It was to be David’s son that God said would build the temple.
When Solomon became king, Solomon began building the temple. The Israelites had helped
build the temples of Ramses in Egypt, so Solomon had a great idea, he would build two temples,
one hidden so that if ever conquered, the ark , priests treasures, and national valuables would be
hidden from sight. Both temples were built just alike, except in reverse of each other and one over
the other, also everything made of gold would have a duplicate made of brass, to place in the first
temple to be seen, but guarded as if they were gold. Solomon went down into an old dead
volcano instead of back into the mountain as Ramses temples did to make secret hidden rooms.
This is the reason all stones were cut to fit before being brought to the temple to be placed.
Solomon didn't want any hammering to be heard in the temple in case a fissure or an air chute
from the old volcano opened up somewhere, letting outsiders guess what was going on, 1Kings
6:7. All fissures were sealed off on the inside, and the fissure going out was used as a burial
place for the dead. Who would look in a graveyard for something they didn't know was there in
the first place, when it's against all laws to mess with a grave? In the second temple (180 feet
beneath the first) is where he brought and put the ark (and the two tablets of stone Moses carved
the Ten Commandments on) in a settled place beneath the alter in the first temple, 1Kings 8:13.
This is also where the shields of gold were hid in the days of Rehoboam (Solomon’s son),
2Chron. 12:9-11. In 1Kings 8:6-8 read it very carefully, priests were sealed inside the second
temple to keep their mouths shut, these are the souls under the alter which were given white
robes in Rev. 6:9-11. Just before the third war of today and the last war on this earth, the ark in
the temple will be found, but too late for the people of the earth to turn from the path of
destruction, Rev. 11:19.
After Solomon finished the temples he turned his back on God, and god refused to talk to or help
him anymore, 1Kings 11:1-13. It was the tax (tribute) that even the poor and working people paid,
which built a nation in Gods name and then used it against other nations, their own people, and
Gods adoption and sons. All the people in the nation were to blame and guilty, even the adoption,
from the people at the very bottom up to the highest office, including the king. The tax the poor
people paid was where the number of the beast came from, because they were the least guilty
and it's a few of those who God always chooses his adoption from, after they pay for their guilt by
trying to obey his laws during the tribulation period following each days destruction. The poor
people paid Solomon 666 talents of gold a year, and hadn't obeyed God clear back beyond Eli’s
time when they kept asking to have a king, 1Kings 10:14-15, 2Chron. 9:13-14, everyone counts
money. It was this tax that split the nation, 2Chron. 10:1-18-19.
Any person, city, nation and the world builds under the name of God and his laws, then after
accepting his gifts of wisdom, knowledge, inventions, and world leadership, turns against God as
Solomon did, using the laws, riches, and power they have to force and enslave their own and
other people, making them serve as they want, is the beast, a hypocrite, and devils under the
power of Satan (destruction). They and all their angels will be cast out of the first heaven,
(paradise on earth), as were Satan and his followers (angels) in Adams time.
The breakdown to understanding all principles, rules, and laws, (manners, morals, and ethics),
under the Ten Commandments is in the Old Testament. Through true belief in Christ and the New
Testament you will understand that only the way in which a person pays for a sin (crime) has
been changed, and then only in the sense that money is used in place of trade for the works of
the hands (called alms) St.Matt. 3:8, St.Luke 3:2-3-8-14. Repentance means to repay (make up
for) a sin (crime) done and not to do it again. All principles behind rules and laws as well as rules
and laws, are still in effect (whether one obeys them or not) and they will be accounted for by the
person doing, or not doing, them, sooner or later and later costs more.

Since all the main principles, rules, and laws under the Ten Commandments (that Jesus Christ
also taught St.Luke 18:20-21) are in books of the Old Testament (especially Ex., Lev., Num., and
Duet.), I will not try to explain them all, or the true meanings of them. Anyone who truly believes in
God through Christ and the Holy Ghost can (with good common sense) study and learn to
understand them. However, for those who do want to try, (and truly repent) so they can be
accepted after the three and a half years of great tribulation they must go through, (to help pay for
past sins, crimes) I will explain a few examples. This is to show a few principles which are behind
all principles, rules, and laws, so they are easier to see and understand. Because those who truly
repent and work the most and hardest (doing so as the principles, rules, and laws say) at trying to
help save other people, are those who will have the best positions when they first reach the New
Earth, (all people are judged by their works and the things they say, Rev. 20:12, St.Matt.5:16,
James 1:26, 2:26). Read where the adoption go when they first reach the New Earth, Rev. 22:1217.
Any person who says he or she is a Christian believing in God, but doesn't honestly try obeying
all his principles, rules, and laws is a liar, and has the teachings (spirits) of the dragon, beast, and
false prophets working in and for him or her, all going on the teachings of man, (mans spirit). The
nations and the world also have these three evil spirits working in them, made up of peoples
(devils) working under and for these ministers of Satan. The only nation in the world who claims
to be under God, is the power God calls Satan when it is not obeying all principles, rules, and
laws as they say they are. To claim not believing in communism (who don't claim to believe in
God) but doing as the communist do (even if it's done in a different way) make the nation worse
than communist. Communist China is the red dragon of the world, and could be changed, but not
by war. The nation saying they are under Gods law for all people (but aren't obeying the law)
makes the nation worse than the worlds false prophet which is the Vatican in Rome (being the
largest so called Christian church), because the nation has the most riches, power, and laws to
back it up. The nation is worse than the worlds beast, who is Russia, for once having the laws of
the church and God, and then giving them up for the teachings of man, makes Russia the beast,
(like Esau, who sold his birthright to Jacob). The nation under God, being worse than all three,
the dragon, beast, and false prophet, make the nation and its power, Satan, (in Gods eyes). The
symbolic mark 666, Rev.12:1-7. It is of these three evil spirits who God is talking about that come
out of the river Euphrates (the white race), like frogs, because with big mouths they say one thing,
"it's for the good of the people", and jump all about doing the opposite in everything they say and
do, for their own selfish interests. There are two separate ways of supporting Satan’s power with
hand and mind, this is why God says Satan is divided against it's self, St.Matt. 12:25-26. First, if a
person contributes in plans and works of the power called Satan, making Satan more powerful
and richer, in order to have a place and part of those riches for himself, even if it's only a very
little thought, idea, one penny, or a small piece of material. Second, a person supports Satan’s
power if he or she tells even one little white lie, steals one little thing, or helps force another
person into doing any of these things, even if it's just not helping a person who needs it. All these
things add to and give those people working for Satan an excuse for them to do these same
things and worse, because since most of them don't claim being Christians, seeing you do things
against the laws makes it more right for them (in their eyes).
In the breakdown of the Ten Commandments into laws, rules, and principles, there are two sides
to them all, from the greatest to the very smallest. For every positive there has to be a negative,
and without both a person could not live in the flesh, as God created him or her. A person cannot
live on bread alone. It takes the knowledge (spirit) to know how to make bread and when to eat it,
St.Matt. 4:4. Neither can man live on the spirit alone, knowledge won't make bread, without flour
and the material things it takes to make bread. Neither can a person live under white laws
(especially when being forced by devils) when the black laws aren't also seen and used. As an
example, under white laws, all people under it are suppose to be bound together by those laws,
everyone obeying them, even all leaders, including the king or president. Only under very
extreme circumstances are allowances made (black laws used) to give mercy, such as, a man
cannot work if he is honestly sick, a man needs shelter and food even if he has none. All needs
come under exceptions to the laws, if breaking a law is the only way to get what's needed, then
mercy is given. Under white laws, everyone is suppose to help someone who is in need (any
one), no one is suppose to carry gossip, rumors, or stories, they are not positive of. All people

under white laws are to treat each other with respect and equality, meaning a president, his
family, friends and enemies pay the same price for breaking a principle, rule, or law, as anyone
else does, even the garbage man. Under the true white laws, no one gets more than twice the
salary of any other working person, and then only because of seniority and experience,
regardless of the type of work or position it holds. All tools and equipment needed to do whatever
the job is, is furnished and comes with the job. It takes all work and jobs to build even a peaceful
nation, with a job not done (no matter how small) there would be trouble, not peace.
So when the vast majority of people under the white laws are not obeying them, but are trying to
force all others under them to obey these laws, then the black side of the laws come into effect
(the other side of the same laws), they are the exceptions. Because also, one of the white laws is,
that man must take care of himself and his family, not to do so is a very great crime (sin). If
people will not hire a man (or woman) because of past mistakes, rumors, or because someone
(even in an office of authority) tells them not to, and the man cannot feed, clothe, shelter, or tend
medical needs, for himself or his family, then to obey the highest law (of taking care of his family)
that person may need to break a lesser law, in order not to break a higher law. All men and
women are sinners, St.Mark 10:18, but it is the least of sinners who honestly try that God
accepts, not those who willingly sin, or who sin the most. A person needing a loaf of bread,
cannot use it as an excuse to take two loaves, he can only take what is needed at the time,
tomorrow is another day and things could change. This is a sin (crime) but it is the least of the two
sins which came up before the man, steal or starve his family, but in doing all things, be very
discreet. St.Matt. 6:1-4, St.John 15:12-13-17, also share all things with the needy, St.Luke 11:4042, 12:22-33-34.
The real sinners (criminals) are those people under law who refused to help the person in need.
They broke the law in not helping as the law demands, they broke the law when holding the past
against the person, when the law says not to. By carrying and listening to gossip, rumors, and
accusations they weren't positive of, these people broke the law. Not hiring the person when he
needed it, the people broke two laws, not helping the needy, and by valuating one person above
another when not hiring the person because someone else said not to. All sins (crimes) have to
be accounted for and repentance made (paid for) before God will accept a person as an adoption,
and it's easier to pay back one loaf of bread than it is to pay for two, and much much easier than
paying for a family that died of neglect. The people who forced (or even helped) these
circumstances upon the person will have a very very hard time repenting for all their crimes or
sins. And forgiveness comes only after repentance, this is why on the New Earth, the adoption
remain outside the city walls, to make up for the sins they committed (in order to live) and to learn
all the true principles, rules, and laws. It is the least of sinners God accepts, this is why it is
always to the poor, sick, and imprisoned people God sends his sons to. Like Moses came to
those in slavery, Elijah came to the needy, 1Kings 17:10-24, Jesus Christ went out to fishermen,
the poor, sick, and needy, who lived in the mountain and cities, St.Paul came to the needy and
people in prisons, all in the book of Acts.
There is backside to all principles, rules, and laws (exceptions to all white laws), and these
exceptions (black laws) are very strict, like the white laws also are. A person can go too far with
them if he or she isn't very very careful, like those under white laws of today have gone much too
far with their laws, making them blacker than the black laws, by using them as they want and for
self gain.
In reading your bible, I have one more very important point to make. There are two things in the
bible that can't be seen with the eyes of man and a third thing that can't be seen unless he wants
to be seen. These three things sound so much alike that during the translation of the bible from
one language to another, they were often mixed up with one another. But there is a great
difference between all three, one from another. These three things are the spirit of life, the spirit of
man, and the Holy Ghost also called a spirit by some people. All three of these things are also
mixed up by calling them the soul of man. The soul of man God breathed into him, Gen.2:7, is the
spirit of life that is in all living things. The spirit of man is his mind, which was made in the image
(likeness) of God, Gen.1:26. And the Holy Ghost is like a being having a life of its own, and can
be seen only when he wants to be seen. If a man or woman is accepted by God as a son or
daughter, then when they die physically they too become as the Holy Ghost and go into the third
heaven to what is called an everlasting life. But no person (or devil as God calls a disbeliever)

ever gets life after death, there are no demons, devils, or Satan’s, that come in and out of a
person’s body as the Holy Ghost can do. Demons are the evil thoughts a person has, devils are
people who work with those evil thoughts to get what they want. Satan is the power such people
have by working together in evil thoughts and work. God is the father of all spirits called the Holy
Ghost (heavenly host) and he WILL NOT give a devil (evil person) the Holy Ghost it takes to live
after death, Heb. 12:9, 13:1-2.
I pray that what I've written and drawn reaches many many people and they want Gods promise
for the adoption, Heb. 12:7-11, Rev. 3:20, chap. 21 and 22. But this is not up to just God and me,
his messenger, people have to want and help spread the word too. Time is very very short. The
spirit of God I have followed for many years has the number 143,999 plus 1, and he is preparing
to leave this earth taking me and my house with him. The adoption, the woman clothed in the sun
(inside the U.S.A.) are hurting, so we must leave. The sun is standing over the moon (Russia)
meaning the U.S.A. is greater and using its power to try forcing Russia. And the red dragon
(communist China) is about to bring down the third part of the stars, meaning China is about to
start the third war by attacking Russia, bringing down all nations for the third time since Tyrus was
destroyed at the end of the fourth day, making the end of the seventh day come to a close. After
the last prophet of Rev.11 and 12:5 is taken home, it is the end of 7,000 years for the second
week of this earth, 7,000 years of men, Rev. 11:13, and the Great Tribulation starts that the
adoption must spend three and a half years in, trying to obey laws when there will be no law
enforcement and very very few other people trying, because they have no hope. Rev. 12:1-17,
St.Matt.24:29-35, Rev.7:9-17, 15:1-8, 2Peter 3:8-18, Rev. chap.21 and 22.
Therefore all things are as they should be, since mankind has never learned to obey laws and
live in peace together.
To the adoption I must remind you, read St.Matt.25:31-46, St.Matt. 7:21-23, and remember, to
those who believe in God, there are no divorces, or breaking of contracts and your word. Only to
those who have hard hearts are there no laws, and God doesn't want them, St.Mark 10:2-5-9. If
you don't give someone (anyone) a chance to change who you think has done a wrong, what
right do you have to expect God to give you a chance to change for the wrongs you have done?
But remember, a brother or sister will not strike you a second time, the first time may be under
circumstances that don’t give a brother or sister time to think, but there is time before a second
blow can be landed.
And can you take a brother, sister, friend, or enemy to unjust courts to get justice? If courts are
just, there are some laws that God demands the death sentence for if broken. All broken laws
must be paid for justly, and under true law, there are no prison sentences (for many many
reasons), only excommunication (parole) without voting rights or any social events, until the crime
(sin) is paid for in full. (The main reason) this way there are no broken homes, wives without
husbands, children without fathers or mothers to love and correct them, and many temptations
done away with. With unjust courts there is no legal claim, each fine, parole, or prison sentence
imposed upon someone is counted as a great theft, upon the people imposing the sentence, an
execution is counted as murder to those doing the execution.
Jesus Christ and St.Paul (in Jesus name) were the last straws in their separate days, the straw
that broke the camels backs, and both times plunged civilization into great destruction that took
many years for mankind to start coming back out of. Will the next execution of today in the
U.S.A., be the last straw?
Good luck and may the Spirit be in your mind always.
Last of the Quickening Spirit

